
Light Pink Sandstone Big Sitting
Teaching Buddha Statue with
Pedestal
Read More
SKU: 01535
Price: ₹800,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Statues & Sculptures, Garden Sculptures, Sitting
Buddha Statues
Tags: Bansi Paharpur Stone Buddha Statue, Big
Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor for Garden,
Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha Garden Statue,
Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home Decor Statues,
Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone Sculpture,
Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft Decoration
for Home, Decorative Statues for Home, ft Buddha
Statue, Hindu God and Goddess, home décor, Home
Statue Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols,
Museum Statue, Sand Stone Buddha Statue,
Sandstone Buddha Statue, Statue for Museum

Product Description

Material: Pink Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 96 x 64 x 30 inch
Height: 8 ft Position: SittingDescription: Light Pink Sandstone Big Sitting Teaching Buddha
Statue with Pedestal, is a symbol of peace and tranquility. Buddha statue always has an
important place in Vaastu sastra and Feng-Sui. Siddhartha Gautama, born to a royal family,
relinquishes the lavish life and luxury, in search of enlightenment which he finally brings by
meditating under a bodhi tree in Sarnath. which he later preach to others about how to achieve
this spiritual state. Teaching Buddha is the display of the phase where he preaches his
teachings. This pose is widely known as "Dharma Chakra Buddha".  Dharma means "the way
of righteousness", Chakra means "cosmos" if we coin together it interprets as "Universal moral
order".  The wheel of law has eight spokes representing the eightfold path of his teachings
those are: 1. Right Understanding - Samma Ditthi 2. Right  thought- Samma Sankappa 3.  Right
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speech- Samma Vaca 4. Right action-  Samma Kamannta 5. Right  livelihood- Samma Ajiva 6.
Right effort -Samma Vayama 7.  Right mindfulness -Samma Sati 8. Right  concentration -
Samma Samadhi Dharma Chakra Buddha statue denotes the motion of the wheel of the
Dharma. He is sitting comfortably on a pedestal, in Vajrasana also known as the adamant pose,
with both the legs crossed each other with the soles of the feet face upward. The right hands
are held in front of the chest (as the teaching is straight from the Buddha's heart ) and formed
the dharma chakra mudra by forming a circle with the tip of both the index finger and the
thumb. The other three remaining fingers remain extended and have their own symbolic
meaning, the middle fingers represent "Hearers", the index represents "Realization" and the
little finger represents "Mahayana". The left-hand palm up, resting in his lap again forming the
circle with the index and thumb, the rest of the fingers symbolizes jewels of the Buddhist
principle they are The Buddha, The Dharma, The Sangha. Eyes fully closed. The teaching
Buddha statue is commonly admired by those who seek wisdom, knowledge, and spiritual
growth in life as it represents the continuous flow of energy. It helps to polish up focus and
develop a positive attitude. Placing: Dharma Chakra Buddha is favorable if placed in the
Northeast zone of your desire place. It will be eye-catching to place the statue near the plant,
water body, swimming pool, fountain, garden area, etc. The white color blends easily with the
natural background, and interior style. Care: The Buddha statue is weatherproof, You can bathe
the statue, and wipe it with a cloth to prevent dust and dirt.
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